Too much information can be just as bad
as not enough
Consultative Intelligence gives you the right reports for the
right decisions, right now.
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Few things are more important to a business like yours than staying on top of every dime—and using that data to
inform what you do next. SAP Concur’s solutions are a huge step toward tracking what you spend and
simplifying cash management, but you may also need customized reports that are focused on your particular
travel, expense and accounts payable data.
Consultative Intelligence blends the in-depth knowledge of your internal team with the perspective of an outside
expert. Our team knows industry best practices and precisely where to look for savings. Powered by the insights
from Intelligence, they’ll find answers where others have never looked, and deliver them via tailored reports and
dashboards specifically for your company.

DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
With Concur Intelligence, you’ll have access to more than 200 standard high-level reports,
and role-based dashboards.

BRING IN THE EXPERT
Consultative Intelligence comes with all the reports in Intelligence plus you will get an expert to
help build additional reports and dashboards and uncover potential areas of savings.

SEE THE ENTIRE PICTURE
Concur unlocks powerful insights that help businesses reduce complexity and see spending
clearly, so they can manage it proactively.

POWERFUL DASHBOARDS AND KNOWLEDGEABLE EXPERTS WILL SAVE YOU COUNTLESS HOURS
OF WONDERING – AND MONEY.

PLUS, THESE BENEFITS

§ Develop custom reports and dashboards, in addition to modifying standard reports and dashboards, to
make them work best for you.
§ Uncover and understand your unique reporting needs.
§ Get relevant data.

DO YOU NEED CONSULTATIVE INTELLIGENCE? YOU’RE PRETTY SMART ALREADY.
You’ve got good information today, but it can always be better. With Concur Consultative Intelligence, you’ll have
access to more than 200 standard reports and dashboards, so you can work with your Concur reporting
specialist to:
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Design dashboards to get your executive team easy access to the targeted information they need.
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Get relevant data to the right people at the right time through automated report scheduling.
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Access high-level reports and dashboards and drill-down into the spending detail.

SPEND TIME RUNNING YOUR BUSINESS, NOT SIFTING THROUGH PILES OF DATA
Consultative Intelligence is designed for businesses using Concur® Travel & Expense, Concur® Expense or
Concur® Invoice. Our experts will help you focus on the right report data, so you can focus on what you do best.
• Increase corporate-card rebates.
• Eliminate delinquent credit-card payments and late fees.
• Reduce the costs of your highest expense lines.

• Identify employees whose spending is out-of-policy.
• Detect unused discounts, unnecessary spending and potential fraud.
• Track additional airline ancillary fee spend.

• Monitor vendor spend and identify negotiation opportunities.
• Implement processes that encourage more cost-efficient purchases.

It’s a simple, efficient way to get the unique data you need without shoveling through the data you don’t.

About SAP Concur
SAP Concur® solutions take companies of all sizes and stages beyond automation to a completely connected
spend management solution encompassing travel, expense, invoice, compliance and risk. For more than 20
years, these leading, innovative solutions have kept customers a step ahead by delivering time-saving tools,
connected spending data and a dynamic ecosystem of diverse partners and apps. User-friendly and businessready, SAP Concur solutions unlock powerful insights that help businesses reduce complexity and see spending
clearly, so they can manage it proactively.

www.concur.com/en-us/travel-expense-data-analysis
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